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This help provides the following topics related to Precise for Microsoft .NET:

Introducing Precise for Microsoft .NET
Precise for Microsoft .NET basics
Getting an overview of your Precise for .NET application
Examining Precise for .NET performance over time
Examining statistical information
Examining findings
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Introducing Precise for Microsoft .NET
This section includes the following topics:

About Precise for Microsoft .NET
What you can do with Precise for Microsoft .NET
Where to get more information

About Precise for Microsoft .NET
Precise for Microsoft .NET is a comprehensive performance management product for .NET applications that 
addresses the needs of system operators, managers, quality assurance specialists, and planners. It provides the 
specialized data collection and analysis capabilities demanded by the critical role of the .NET in application 
performance and scalability.

Precise for Microsoft .NET offers a wide range of data presentations to enable quick and accurate monitoring and 
performance analysis.

Operational data is summarized to enable easy identification of abnormal conditions.

Precise for Microsoft .NET also archives performance data and provides a fully detailed display of this historical data 
for use in performance, QA, and capacity planning analysis.

Improved performance management
IT staff frequently search for answers to questions like Why did the application run so slowly last night? or Where is 
the application spending its time?

Precise for Microsoft .NET can help IT staff find the answer to these questions by pinpointing bottlenecks inside 
the .NET application or bottlenecks caused by calls to Web services and ADO.NET executions.

Application event correlation provides the power of Precise for Microsoft .NETs analysis component. To give IT staff 
the necessary information to effectively evaluate performance and resolve problems, Precise for Microsoft .NET 
correlates data in many ways. For example, .NET application components and database requests are correlated 
with end user requests to give IT staff a unique understanding of application performance and scalability in terms of 
end user demands. Multiple levels of calls among .NET components are correlated to reveal quantitative 
relationships among application components.

Precise for Microsoft .NET correlates application components with database activity to isolate scalable bottlenecks 
between the mid-Tier and the database Tier. Using correlation technology, Precise for Microsoft .NET analyzes mid-
Tier activity and associates user requests with database activity. For example, Precise for Microsoft .NET can tell IT 
staff what SQL Statements or stored procedures were called from each Service Request, and how long it each took 
to complete. In addition Precise for Microsoft .NET automatically ranks contributors to response time and other 
performance metrics.

IT staff can use these rankings to quickly drill down to the root cause of a problem.

Integration with other Precise products
Precise for Microsoft .NET has been integrated with Precise Insight, Report Manager, SQL Server, Alerts, and TPM 
(Transaction Performance Monitoring).

Insight monitors the response times of systems and breaks these times down into their various Tiers and 
components. Insight also provides Tier-specific metrics to help understand the activities in each Tier. Precise for 
Microsoft .NET shares its data with Insight and can be launched in-context from Insight.
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The Precise Custom Portal, is a lightweight, configurable portal application that provides access to various types of 
data from different applications. The Precise Custom Portal features a Web-based view. It is highly customizable 
and extensible, allowing you to build a dashboard for each user or each function within your organization. For 
example, you can build a dashboard for all the information that a system administrator or director of IT operations 
would need to constantly follow up on. This component is automatically installed as part of the Precise framework 
installation.

Report Manager gathers and organizes historical information that enables the IT team to focus on infrastructure hot 
spots. Report Manager is a reporting tool that resides on a Web server. You can use Report Manager to compare 
period-to-period performance against a baseline and identify response time problems at-a-glance, before they 
affect your bottom-line. It queries the PMDB and displays the results in reports that are generated on a scheduled 
basis or on demand.

Precise for SQL Server allows you to go into the detailed transaction information contained in the SQL database 
while maintaining the context you have specified while working in Precise for .NET. Integration with Precise for SQL 
Server allows you to drill down further on a specific performance problem, helping to detect the root cause of the 
problem.

Alerts provides a notification system that will alert you to application response time problems and enables you to 
launch Precise for Microsoft .NET in context, to view more detailed data.

TPM is a correlation technology based on a coloring algorithm that identifies specific activities across all Tiers. TPM 
correlates end-to-end activities and provides information on the application’s performance, from the users 
perspective. The information includes total response time, broken down into Tiers.

How application instrumentation works
Application instrumentation inserts special fault-tolerant recording hooks at critical points in the .NET application. 
During application execution, these hooks record events and time tags that are analyzed to provide an accurate and 
detailed history of performance. With its close ties to the application, instrumentation provides an application-
centric view of performance correlated with both service requests and back-end relational database requests.

What you can do with Precise for Microsoft .NET
Use Precise for Microsoft .NET to detect, diagnose, and resolve performance problems in our .NET applications. 
Precise for Microsoft .NET enables you to identify real-time performance problems and monitor a complete history 
of your .NET application activity.

Where to get more information
More information on Precise, its products, technical notes, and so on, can be found in the Precise Release Notes for 
this version.

http://wiki.idera.com/display/Precise/Precise+Release+Notes
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Precise for Microsoft .NET basics
This section includes the following topics:

About Precise for Microsoft .NET tabs
How most tabs are structured
About drilling down in context
About configuring Precise for Microsoft .NET settings
Tasks common to most tabs

About Precise for Microsoft .NET tabs
The Precise for Microsoft .NET user interface is made up of three tabs. Each tab has a different focus and provides a 
different view into the performance of your .NET applications. You can easily move between these tabs to examine 
the information necessary to successfully track your system's performance and identify patterns in resource 
consumption.

The table below describes the various tabs available in Precise for Microsoft .NET.

Table 1 Microsoft .NET tabs

Tab Description

Dashboard Lets you quickly visualize the overall health and status of all 
monitored .NET instances.

Activity Lets you examine the applications performance over time and helps 
locate performance bottlenecks in its behavior.

Memory & Statistics Lets you examine detailed Performance Monitor information on the 
instances comprising your .NET instance and their variation over time. 
It is primarily used for instance tuning.

How most tabs are structured
Though each tab is structured differently, most tabs consist of two different areas. Each area can include different 
control elements, such as tabs and view controls, and displays information in various formats, such as tables, 
graphs, or charts. The various areas are related to each other in that performing an action in one area affects the 
information displayed in other areas on the page.

The entities displayed in the Association area are associated with the selected entity or related application 
displayed in the Main area. At times, the relationship between the entity displayed in the Main area and those 
displayed in the Association area is that of parent to child, and sometimes it merely represents that there is a 
relationship between the selected entity and the entities displayed in the Association area (such as when a 
statement is the selected entity displayed in the Main area and the list of programs associated with the selected 
statement is displayed in the Association area).

About the Precise bar
The Precise bar enables you to keep track of where you have been and provides various controls. The following 
table describes the function of each of the toolbar buttons.

Table 2 Precise bar functions
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Icon Name Description

Back During a work session, keeps track of where you have 
navigated to. The Back button enables you to navigate 
between previously visited views.

The Back control displays your previous view.

Forward Enables you to navigate to the next view. This button is only 
enabled if you clicked Back or if you chose a history option.

AdminPoint Opens Precise AdminPoint.

Home Navigates to the highest level entity, usually the instance or 
Tier (all instances). The time frame settings remain the same.

Stop Stops a request for information from the server.

Refresh Updates the data currently displayed.

Favorites Enables you to add or remove favorites in your Favorites list.

Send Opens a new email message in your email program with the 
link to the current application in context.

Settings Opens the General Settings and Time Frame Settings dialog 
boxes.

Help Opens the online help in context.

About the Main area
In most workspaces, the left or top area is the Main area. This area displays an overview of all instances monitored 
by your Precise product. This information can be displayed in either graph, table, or tree format. The time frame 
that the information is displayed for can be seen in the workspace toolbar, alongside the selected instance name 
(and drop-down menu) and auto-refresh status. The times displayed are the local times on the FocalPoint server 
where the page was generated.

About the Association area
The Association area displays in-depth information for the entity selected in the Main area. Each workspace has 
analysis tabs specific for that workspace. As you navigate through Precise for Microsoft .NET, the analysis tabs 
change to enable you to view specific information relevant to the selected workspace and entity.

For example, the following analysis tabs are available in the Dashboard workspace:
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Overview
Memory & CPU

About the Findings area
For selected workspaces in Precise products, the association area includes the Findings area, displaying 
problematic findings for the application. The findings feature is a high level tool, designed to provide the user with 
an overview of performance issues within the monitored application and enable quick and efficient navigation to 
the relevant tab for further analysis and handling. The displayed performance findings may indicate performance 
deteriorations as well as incorrect methods usage. Each finding appears as a row in the displayed table of findings. 
Hover the mouse indicator over the single-line displayed finding to expand the finding. When expanded, the finding 
details area provides important guidelines as to what may be the root cause for the reported problem, and what the 
recommended steps are to resolve this problem.

The table below describes the information that is displayed in the Findings area.

Table 3 Information displayed in the Findings area

Column Description

Severity The severity of the finding is calculated using a formula. The 
position of the finding in the list is determined by an internal 
scoring system that is based on the knowledge of Precise product 
experts. The severity is indicated by the following colors:

Red. High severity
Orange. Medium severity
Yellow. Low severity
Blue. No severity - the finding is strictly informative

By default, findings are displayed according to severity.

Finding A short name of the Finding.

Context Entity/Method name (unless specified for the whole instance). The 
entity/method name is a short name but the long name is 
displayed in the ToolTip.

Some of the findings are identified in specific Methods while 
others are relevant for the entire instance. In the latter case, a 
finding is specified as an instance-related finding.

Finding overview Displays specific details regarding the finding in context.

Rows are aggregated by finding and the URI/method/SQL 
name and not by ID.



This is displayed in the expanded view only.
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Column Description

Learn more (advice) Provides recommendations for solving the selected finding. For 
each finding, it lists all relevant pieces of advice and all applicable 
solutions. You should carefully review all data for the finding and 
then choose the advice that best suits your needs.

Proceed with the following (bullets) Provides expert knowledge about the selected finding. The 
information displayed will direct you if you have difficulties 
deciding which advice to take or which solution to implement.

Investigating a finding
Perform the following steps to investigate a finding.

To investigate a finding

In the Time Frame list, select the period of time you want to analyze.
In the All .NET Instances table, select the instance you want to investigate.
In the Findings area, review the top Findings for the selected instance displayed in the Findings table. The 
findings displayed in this table are sorted by severity.
In the Findings table, select the finding you want to analyze further.
In the selected finding (the expanded view), read the data displayed for the finding and follow any links 
provided to view additional information (advice) or next steps (bullets) to resolve the problem.

For more information, see Examining findings.

About drilling down in context
The term "in-context" means that you can display additional information on a selected item by drilling down to 
another tab or view. The filter settings you defined (for example, the selected time frame you chose) and the entity 
you selected are carried over to the other view or tab, to allow you to continue analyzing your subject from a 
different perspective. This concept takes on slightly different meanings depending upon where you are attempting 
to drill down in context from.

For example, when viewing information on an instance in the Dashboard tab, you can click a link in the Details area 
(right pane) to view additional information on the related tab, in context of your original selection.

Or, when viewing a list of alerts for your product in Alerts, you can open your product in context and continue 
investigating the factors that led the system to issue that alert.

In short, the information displayed when drilling down in context is always related to your original selection's 
settings.

This is displayed in the expanded view only.

This is displayed in the expanded view only.
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About configuring Precise for Microsoft .NET settings
The Settings menu on the Precise bar allows you to control the appearance and behavior of the user interface. The 
following settings can be configured through this menu:

Collection
Display
Instrumentation
Time Frame
Tree View

About Collection settings
The Collection settings dialog lets you select which instances you want to monitor.

About Display settings
The Display Settings dialog allows you to retain the selected view or tab, if applicable, when you drill down on an 
entity or when selecting a different entity. This is sometimes referred to as sticky tabs. For example, if you have 
chosen the Scalability view in the Activity tab, this will become the default view for all entities, where applicable.

About Instrumentation settings
The Instrumentation Settings dialog lets you select an instance and either add or delete a DLL file location for 
instrumentation.

The Automatic Detection agent can be used to detect all DLLs that are in use in the .NET application.

About Time Frame settings
You can determine the resolution of the data that is displayed in the overtime graphs using the Time Frame Settings 
dialog box. By using this dialog box you can define the default time frame to display.

About Tree View settings
The Tree View Settings dialog allows you to define the parameters controlling the Tree View display. You can select:

The field to sort Tree View entries by:
Response time (average)
Response time (summary)
Work time (average)
Work time (summary)
Executions

The maximum number of results to be returned by a Tree View search.
The display mode for the Method name (short name=class name+Method name or long 
name=namespace+class name+Method name). 

Tasks common to most tabs
The following tasks are commonly performed in most tabs:

Selecting a time frame
Focusing on information in overtime graphs
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1.
a.

b.
c.

d.

2.

3.

Sending an email message
Adding, viewing, and deleting Favorites
Determining which table columns to display
Exporting to the Precise Custom Portal

Selecting a time frame
You can configure Precise for Microsoft .NET to display transaction performance data for a specific time frame using 
the predefined time frame options or calendar icons.

Selecting a predefined time frame from the toolbar displays transaction performance data for the selected time 
period up to the current time. See Selecting a predefined time frame from the Precise for Microsoft .NET toolbar.

Selecting the time frame using the calendar icon, you can choose to define a time range independent of the current 
time, or to define a time range up to the current time. See Selecting a time frame using the calendar icon.

The predefined time frame options are:

Last 20 minutes (20m)
Last 8 hours (8h) (default)
Last 1 day (1d)
Last 2 weeks (2w)
Last 5 weeks (5w)

The time frame selected affects all information displayed in Precise for Microsoft .NET. Only data that falls within 
the selected time frame is shown in these areas.

Selecting a predefined time frame from the Precise for Microsoft .NET toolbar
To select a predefined time frame, from the Precise for Microsoft .NET toolbar, select one of the predefined time 
frames.

Selecting a time frame using the calendar icon
To select a time frame

Click the calendar icon. In the dialog box that is displayed perform one of the following:
To define a time frame independent from the current time, select Time Range, and then select the Start
and End dates and times.
To define a time frame up to the current time, select Last, and then enter the desired time frame.
To use one of the three previously-used time frames, select Recently used, and then select the desired 
time frame.
To use a previously saved time frame, select Use a previously saved time frame, and then select the 
desired time frame.

To save your settings for future access, select Save these definitions for future use as, and then enter a 
name in the corresponding field.
Click OK.

Focusing on information in overtime graphs
Some entities display an overtime graph. The overtime graph displays entity statistics over a specified time period. 
Depending on the number of points displayed in the graph, you may need to zoom in or out. The text displayed on 
the x-axis varies according to the time frame. If there is a year or day change, x-axis labels will display accordingly.

Use the vertical or horizontal scroll bars (if displayed) to view additional information on the graph. Click the double-
arrow (>>) icon to either hide or show the overtime graph legend.
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Use the small zoom (spyglass) icon, displayed on the upper right of a time range and above the overtime graph 
legend, to select a desired time frame that you wish to focus. To select an area on the graph, first click and drag the 
mouse pointer and then click the spyglass icon.

Sending an email message
You can send an email message to one or more recipients from the Precise toolbar. The default subject for the 
message is Link to a Precise application.

The email includes a link to the Precise product in the current context (time frame and selected entries).

To send an email message

Click the email icon on the Precise toolbar. The default email program opens.
Fill in the required fields and click Send.

Adding, viewing, and deleting Favorites
The Favorites feature enables you to save a specific location in your application and to retrieve the same location 
later without having to navigate to it.

About the Favorites feature
The new Favorites feature includes the following options:

Relative Time Frame. Saving relative time frame instead of static date. For example, saving the last seven 
days will always display the last seven days, depending on the day entered.
One click to specific location. Once you open Precise by opening a saved Favorite item, you will not have to 
enter a login credential nor click the login button.
IE Favorites support. Adding a new Favorite item in Precise will also add it to the IE Favorites menu.
Auto Complete. The Favorites dialog includes a new combo box which supports Auto Complete.
Auto Naming. The Favorites dialog generates item names based on the current location.

UI description
An Add/Delete Favorites option under the Favorites menu allows you to save the current location or delete an 
existing one.

To add a new Favorite location

On the Add/Delete Favorites dialog box, enter the name of the new Favorites entry.
Click Add. The dialog box is closed and the new Favorite is added to the list.

To view a Favorites location

On the Precise bar, click Favorites.
Select the Favorites location you want to view.

To delete an existing Favorite location

On the Add/Delete Favorites dialog box, select the Favorite location to be deleted.
Click Delete. The dialog box closes and the selected Favorite is deleted from the list.

The favorite address is displayed in the Address field and cannot be edited.
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Determining which table columns to display
Tables are used to display information about a set of related entities in the Main and Association areas. It is possible 
to determine which columns to display in the Association area tables.

To determine which columns to display in the Association area

Click the Table icon on the upper right-hand side of a table, and then select Column Chooser.
In the Table columns dialog box, click the arrows to move the names of the columns that you want to display 
to the Visible box and the ones that you do not want to display to the Invisible box.
Click OK.

Exporting to the Precise Custom Portal
The Export to the Precise Custom Portal Portlet feature enables you to export the view of the chosen table or graph 
and generate a portlet with that view in the Precise Custom Portal, so that it will provide you with another way of 
monitoring your application.

Prerequisites
To be able to use this feature, you need to have the following rights in Precise:

View permissions to all Tiers in the application

If you do not have sufficient rights, you will get an error message when trying to execute this feature.

Exporting the information
You can either export a table view or a graph view.

To export a table view

Click the Column Chooser icon.
Select Export to the Precise Custom Portal Portlet.
Insert a name that clearly describes the table view.
Click OK.

To export a graph view

Right-click the graph.
Select Export to the Precise Custom Portal Portlet.
Insert a name that clearly describes the graph view.
Click OK.

The name field has the following restrictions: maximum 100 characters.
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Getting an overview of your Precise for .NET application
This section includes the following topics:

About the Dashboard workspace
How the Dashboard workspace is structured

About the Dashboard workspace
The Precise for Microsoft .NET Dashboard workspace provides a comprehensive overview of the health and status 
of all instrumented application server instances, based on the data collected according to the application 
instrumentation. The information displayed in this workspace pinpoints performance trends and issues in your 
application and offers clear navigational recommendations throughout Precise for Microsoft .NET for further 
analysis and handling.

See About Precise for Microsoft .NET tabs, About the Activity workspace analysis tabs, and About the Statistics 
workspace.

How the Dashboard workspace is structured
Figure 1 Precise for Microsoft .NET Dashboard workspace

The Dashboard workspace is divided into two areas, the Main area and the Instance Details area. The Main area lists 
all the instances that are monitored by Precise for Microsoft .NET. The Instance Details area provides comparative 
information regarding the selected instance.
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About the Main area in the Dashboard workspace
The instance table displayed in the Main area lists all the instances that are monitored by Precise for Microsoft .NET 
Tier. Each row corresponds to an instance. The All .NET Instances list summarizes the activities of all the instances.

The table below describes the information that is displayed on the different instances in the application.

Table 1 Instance table

Column Description

Status Icon Indicates one of three possible instance availability states:

Green man running. Available and running
Red man standing. Available but not running
Question mark. Not available
Blank mark. Not monitored

Instance Name of the instance.

Avg. Response Average time it took to service a service request for a specific instance.

Executions Total number of executions during the selected time frame.

Used Memory Average amount of memory used by all the executions of the instance 
during the selected time frame.

CPU Average percentage of CPU time used by all the executions of the 
instance during the selected time frame.

About the Association area in the Dashboard workspace
The Association area in the Dashboard workspace contains two tabs, providing a performance trends overview and 
resource consumption information for the selected instance.

The following tabs appear in the Dashboard workspace:

About the Overview tab
About the Memory & CPU tab

The overtime graphs display instance or entity statistics for the selected time frame. Depending on the number of 
points displayed in the graph you may want to zoom in or out. For more information, see Focusing on information 
in overtime graphs.

About the Overview tab
The Overview tab displays overtime graphs and a findings table, providing the user with an overview of the 
performance of all instances, or a selected instance, in the selected time frame.

The information displayed in the Overview tab includes:

Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs Invocations. An overtime graph displaying a breakdown, by type, of the 
average response time for the instance, relative to the number of invocations.
Overtime trends. An overtime graph displaying the performance trends for the instance. The performance 
trends for the instance in the selected time frame are shown in color, and the performance trends for the 
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instance in the previous and (if applicable) following time frame are shown in grayscale. This view provides 
the user with a greater overtime perspective of the instance’s performance patterns and behavior.
Findings table. A table listing the findings detected in the selected time frame, displayed in order of 
severity. For more information, see About the Findings area.

About the Memory & CPU tab
The Resources tab displays overtime graphs, providing the user with an overview of the selected instance’s 
resource consumption in the selected time frame.

The information displayed in the Memory & CPU tab includes:

Used Memory (Avg). An overtime graph displaying the breakdown of the used memory.
CPU Consumption. An overtime graph displayed the CPU consumption rate.
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Examining Precise for .NET performance over time
This section includes the following topics:

About the Activity workspace
How the Activity workspace is structured
About the Activity workspace analysis tabs
How to identify performance problems in the Tree View

About the Activity workspace
The Precise for Microsoft .NET Activity workspace displays an execution tree of all monitored instances and various 
analysis tabs, enabling comprehensive and effective drilling down in the monitored instances and their invoked 
methods to locate specific performance issues and their underlying causes.

How the Activity workspace is structured
The Activity workspace is divided up into two main areas. The Main area (left pane) features an execution tree of all 
monitored instances. The Association area (right pane) features analysis tabs that provide specific information 
about the node selected in the execution tree in the left pane. The workspace heading displays the instance name, 
the server name, and what field the tree is sorted by.

Figure 1 Sample Activity Workspace
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About the Main area
The Main area displays an execution tree of the monitored instance, broken down into the following node types:

All instances (default)
Instance
URI
Method (all types)
SQL (other exit points are methods)

Selecting a node displays information in context for that node and it’s underlying call path in the analysis tabs in 
the Association area. See About the Association area.

Viewing information in the Main area
By default, the execution tree in the Main area is launched displaying the top instance level (either a selected 
instance or all monitored instances) and the entry point level only. Navigate through the execution tree by clicking 
the + sign next to the node name. This displays deeper layers of the tree, enabling you to view invoked methods and 
SQLs while maintaining the execution hierarchy.

The following table describes the information displayed in the execution tree.

Table 1 Information displayed in the execution tree

Field Description

Icon Displays an icon reflecting the node type.

Name Displays the name of the selected node. Depending on the tree 
view settings selected, the name will be displayed either its short 
name, or its full execution context.

Selected "Sorted by" value Displays an aggregated value of the selected sort by option for the 
node’s entire underlying call tree.

To change the current tree view settings, see About Tree View settings.

Hovering over a node displays a ToolTip. The following table describes the information displayed in the ToolTip:

Table 2 Information displayed in a node's ToolTip

Field Description

Type Displays the node's method type.

Context Displays the full execution context of the selected node.

Sorted "sorted by" type and value Displays the field by which the tree view is sorted by and the 
value for the selected node and its underlying call tree.

The table below describes the sort by options available for the execution tree.

The degree to which you can drill down in an execution tree is defined by the filtering settings for your 
application. For more information, see Configuring Precise for .NET on page  in the Precise Administration 
Guide.



http://wiki.idera.com/display/Precise/Precise+Administration+Guide
http://wiki.idera.com/display/Precise/Precise+Administration+Guide
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Table 3 Sort options for the execution tree

Sorted by Description

Response Time (Avg) Displays the average response time for each node and its underlying 
call path. The average response time is displayed in seconds.

Response Time (Sum) Displays the total response time for each node and its underlying call 
path. The summed response time is displayed in hours: minutes: 
seconds: milliseconds.

Work Time (Avg) Displays the average work time in seconds for each node. The 
average work time is displayed in seconds.

Work Time (Sum) Displays the summed work time in seconds for each node. The 
summed work time is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: 
milliseconds.

Executions Displays the number of executions within each node.

All of the sort options can be displayed in ascending or descending order. You can also select the maximum number 
of executions to display under each node, the maximum number of results to display, and whether to display the 
method’s long or short name. See see About Tree View settings.

Searching within the execution tree
Above the execution tree in the Main area there is a search bar.

To search for a specific node

Enter the desired value in the search bar.
Click the search icon to the right of the search field. The heaviest results for the search value are emphasized 
in bold within the execution tree and their relevant call paths are opened.

About the execution context
Precise for Microsoft .NET displays performance metrics for every instrumented node in the application. The 
execution context is a sequence of executions, a call path of instrumented methods that defines each node’s unique 
location within the instrumented application.

About the Association area
The Association area displays a variety of analysis tabs, corresponding to the selected node in the execution tree. 
See About the Activity workspace analysis tabs.

If the Show short name only option is selected in the tree view settings dialog and the user enters the full 
name in the search value, the search will not return any results.
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About the Activity workspace analysis tabs
The Activity workspace analysis tabs display in-depth information about and in context of the node selected in the 
execution tree, shown within the tree in bold for referencing. While navigating through the analysis tabs, you can 
select different hyperlinked entities associated with the originally selected node. Selecting a hyperlinked node in an 
analysis tab will select that node within the execution tree, and all information displayed in the analysis tabs will be 
refreshed to correspond to the newly selected node.

The following table describes the analysis tabs available in the Association area of the Activity workspace and the 
node types for which each tab is displayed. As you navigate through the execution tree, the available analysis tabs 
change according to the selected node.

Table 4 Analysis tabs available in the Precise for .NET Activity workspace

Tab Name Description Displayed for For more information

Highlights Displays a comprehensive 
performance overview of the node 
selected in the execution tree.

This view reveals performance 
problems of the entire call tree 
invoked under the selected node.

All entities See The Highlights tab.

Load Balance Displays information for the selected 
node throughout the monitored 
application.

All entities See About the Load 
Balance tab.

Impact Displays information regarding the 
selected node’s impact on the 
application.

It displays general performance data 
for the selected node in the selected 
time frame and specific information 
regarding its contribution to all entry 
points and methods by which it is 
directly invoked.

This view provides the user with a 
comprehensive overview of the 
specific method’s performance 
throughout the application.

Methods
SQLs
Exit Points

See About the Impact 
tab.

This tab is 
only displayed 
when All 
Instances is 
selected.
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Tab Name Description Displayed for For more information

Entry Points Displays and compares performance 
data of the entry points in the 
selected time frame.

This view enables efficient 
identification of problematic entry 
points.

Instances/All Instances See About the Entry 
Points tab.

SQL & Exit Points Displays and compares performance 
data of the SQL and exit points in the 
selected time frame.

This view enables efficient 
identification of problematic SQLs 
and exit points.

All entities except SQLs See About the SQL & 
Exit Points tab.

Methods Displays information regarding all 
the methods and URI invoked in the 
call tree under the selected node.

The view provides a deeper look into 
a problematic node by showing 
comprehensive data for all invoked 
methods.

All entities except SQLs See About the Methods 
tab.

The Highlights tab
The Highlights tab appears when any node type within the execution tree is selected, and displays a comprehensive 
performance overview of the selected node. The highlights tab provides information regarding performance trends 
for the selection’s underlying call path and displays performance findings to facilitate focused navigation to the 
root cause of a performance issue.

The Highlights tab includes the following components:

Summary area
Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs Executions overtime graph
SLA Compliance overtime breakdown graph
Findings table

Summary area
The summary area displays the following information for the selected node. The value displayed is the aggregated 
value for the selected node’s underlying call path (unless otherwise stated) in the selected time frame:

SLA Compliance. Displays the relative percentage of HTTP entry point service requests that approached or 
breached the defined SLA thresholds.
Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.
Sum. Response Times. Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time 
is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.
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Avg. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the average time that CPU was consumed for the selected node and its 
underlying call path.
Method Type (when a method is selected only). Displays the method type.
Impact on Entry Point (when a method or an SQL is selected only). Displays the percent value of the 
selected node’s summed response time out of its entry point’s summed response time.
Max. Response Time (Sec) (when an SQL is selected only). Displays the peak response time detected in 
the selected time frame.

Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs Executions overtime graph
The Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs Executions overtime graph displays a bar for each time slice in the selected time 
frame that the selected node (or part of its underlying call path) was active. These bars display a breakdown of the 
invoked method types according to each method type’s average response time. The average response time for the 
entire time slice is compared to the number of executions in the time slice, displayed in linear format.

To the right of the table there is a legend detailing the method types displayed in the graph. Hovering over any 
point in the graph displays a ToolTip detailing the date and time of the selected time slice bar, the number of 
executions, and the average response times per method (in seconds) for that time slice.

SLA Compliance overtime breakdown graph
The SLA Compliance overtime graph displays a bar for each time slice in the selected time frame that the selected 
node (or part of its underlying call path) was active. These bars display a breakdown of the SLA compliance of the 
invoked methods as follows:

Green. The invoked method’s SLA is below the defined SLA threshold.
Yellow. The invoked method’s SLA is approaching the defined SLA threshold.
Red. The invoked method’s SLA exceeded the defined SLA threshold.
Blue. Top level methods that do not have SLA thresholds defined for them. These executions will appear as 
Non-HTTP executions.

Avg. ADO.NET Time (Sec) overtime graph (for SQL only)
The Avg. ADO.NET Time overtime graph displays a bar for each time slice in the time frame that the SQL was active. 
The average ADO.NET time (comprised of the ADO.NET time only as it is the lowest point in the execution tree and 
has no underlying branches) is compared to the number of executions in the time slice, displayed in linear format.

SQL Text (for SQL only)
This area displays the entire name of the selected SQL.

Destinations table (for SQL only)
Displays a table with SQL details such as:

DBMS

SLA compliance is calculated for HTTP entry points only.

Information for non-HTTP methods will not appear in the legend and in the graphs, but will appear in the 
ToolTip.
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DB Server
DB Name
Connection string details

Findings table
The Findings table shows findings for the selected entity and its underlying call tree. Context names that are too 
long to display are automatically shortened using ellipses.

For more information regarding findings, see How to identify performance problems.

About the Load Balance tab
The Load Balance tab displays the selected entity and compares its performance in all the contexts it was invoked 
by in the selected time frame. If All instances is selected in the execution tree, it will show the instances table 
similar to the view provided in the Dashboard workspace.

The Load Balance tab includes the following:

Load Balancing between Instances table
Avg. Response Time (Sec) overtime graph
Executions overtime graph

Load Balancing between Instances table
The Load Balancing between instances table displays the following information for all instances:

Instance. Displays the instance name. If you select the highlighted instance, the execution tree will update 
itself to display the specific instance's execution tree.

Server. Displays name of the server on which the instance is running.
Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.
Sum. Response Times. Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time 
is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.

Avg. Response Time (Sec) overtime graph
The Avg. Response Time (Sec) overtime graph displays and compares the average response time of the selected 
instance in the selected time frame against the average response time frame for the AppTier. If the average 
response time is identical, the overtime graph will display information for the selected instance on top of the 
AppTier average.

This tab is only displayed when All Instances is selected as the top level of the execution tree. When a 
specific instance is selected as the top level of the execution tree, this tab is not displayed.



Once a specific instance is selected, the Load Balance tab will no longer appear.
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Executions overtime graph
The Executions overtime graph displays and compares the average number of executions for the selected instance 
in the selected time frame against the average number of executions for the AppTier. If the average number of 
executions is identical, the overtime graph will display information for the selected instance.

About the Impact tab
The Impact tab displays information regarding the selected method’s impact on the application. It displays general 
performance data in context for the selected node and specific information regarding its contribution to all entry 
points and methods in the application by which it is directly invoked. This provides the user with a comprehensive 
overview of the specific method’s performance throughout the application.

The Impact tab displays the following information:

Summary area
Impact on All Entry Points table
Impact on All Direct Callers table

Summary area
The summary area displays the following information for the selected entity. The value displayed is the aggregated 
value for the selected entity’s underlying call tree in the selected time frame:

Method (only when a method is displayed, not SQL). Displays the method type.
Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.
Sum. Response Times.Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time is 
displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.
Max. Response Time (Sec). Displays the peak response time detected in the selected time frame.
Min. Response Time (Sec). Displays the lowest response time detected in the selected time frame.
Avg. Work Time (Sec) (not displayed for SQLs). Displays the average actual work time of the selected node 
without the underlying call path.
Max. Work Time (Sec) (not displayed for SQLs). Displays the maximum work time.
Avg. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the average time that CPU was consumed for the selected node and its 
underlying call path. (Not displayed for SQLs).
Max. CPU Time (Sec) (only when a method is displayed, not SQL). Displays the peak CPU time detected 
for the selected node.

Impact on All Entry Points table
The Impact on All Entry Points table displays the following information for every entry point that the selected 
method was invoked by in the selected time frame:

Entry Point. Displays the name of the entry point from which the entity was invoked.

Work Impact on Entry Point. Displays the percent value of the selected node’s summed response time out 
of its entry point's summed response time.
Method Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the method's average response time.

Selecting the hyperlinked entry point name selects the entry point in the execution tree and displays the 
highlights tab for the entry point.
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Executions by Entry Point. Displays the number of times the selected method was invoked by the specific 
entry point.
Sum. Method Response Times. Displays the method's total response time.
Sum. Entry Point Response Times. Displays the entry point's total response time.

Impact on All Direct Callers table
The Impact on All Direct Callers table displays the following information for every method that directly invoked the 
selected method:

Caller. Displays the name of the method that directly invoked the selected method.

Work Impact on Caller. Displays the percentage of the selected method’s total response time out of the 
direct caller method's total response time.
Method Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the method's average response time.
Executions by Caller. Displays the number of times the selected method was executed by the specific direct 
caller method.
Sum. Method Response Times. Displays the method's total response time.
Sum. Caller Response Times. Displays the direct caller method's total response time.

About the Entry Points tab
The Entry Points tab displays the top level URI or methods that are monitored for this instance, comparing 
performance data of the detected entry points within the monitored application in the selected time frame. This 
view enables efficient identification of problematic entry points and, in the event of many entry points from the 
same instance showing distress, problematic instances as well.

The Entry Points tab includes the following components:

Entry Points table
Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions overtime bar graph

Entry Points table
The Entry Points table displays the following information for the top 30 entry points in the monitored instance:

Icon. Displays the entry point type.
Name. Displays the entry point name.

Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.
SLA Compliance. Displays the relative percentage of HTTP entry point service requests that approached or 
breached the defined SLA thresholds.
Type. Displays the method type name.

Selecting the hyperlinked direct caller name selects the method in the execution tree and displays 
the Highlights tabs for the method.



The SLA Compliance data can be switched to display as a percentage in the table, or in a ToolTip.

Selecting the hyperlinked entry point name selects the entry point in the execution tree and 
displays the Highlights tab for the entry point.
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Sum. Response Times. Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time 
is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.
Avg. Work Time (Sec). Displays the average actual work time of the selected node without the underlying 
call path.
Sum. Work Times. Displays the total work time for the selected node without the underlying call path.
Max. Response Time (Sec). Displays the peak response time detected in the selected time frame.
Min. Response Time (Sec). Displays the lowest response time detected in the selected time frame.
Avg. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the average time that CPU was consumed for the selected node and its 
underlying call path.
Sum. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the total CPU time.
Max. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the peak CPU time detected for the selected node.
CPU Work Impact %. Displays the percent value of the selected node’s CPU time out of the entry point’s 
CPU time.
Avg. CPU Work Time (Sec). Displays the average actual work time that CPU was consumed for the selected 
node without its underlying call path.
Sum. CPU Work Time (Sec). Displays the total CPU work time for the selected node without its underlying 
call path.

Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions overtime bar graph
The Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions overtime bar graph displays the relationship over time between the 
average response time of the entry point selected in the table above and the number of times the entry point was 
executed in the same time frame. Hovering over any point in the bar graph will display a ToolTip with the date and 
time of the time slice, the average response time, and the number of executions.

About the SQL & Exit Points tab
The SQL & Exit Points tab displays the following information for all SQLs and exit points in the call tree beneath the 
selected entity.

Heaviest Exit Points Invoked Directly and Indirectly table
Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions over time bar graph
Destinations table

The exit points tab can provide information for the following:

SQL statements
Exit points methods (each has its relevant type):

SQL
Remoting Web Service Call method

Heaviest Exit Points Invoked Directly and Indirectly table

The Heaviest Exit Points Invoked Directly and Indirectly table displays the following information for the selected 
entity:

Icon. Indicates the method type or designated entity it represents.
Name. Displays the exit point name. If the exit point is an SQL, the short SQL text is displayed. If the exit 
point is a method, the method’s short name is displayed.

When All Instances is the selected top level, this table will be called, Heaviest Exit Points by Work Time - 
ones that have at least 1% impact on the total.
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Work Impact. Displays the percentage of work time of the selected exit point in relation to the total work 
time of the invoking method.
Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.
Type. Displays the method type name.
Sum. Response Times. Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time 
is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.
Max. Response Time (Sec). Displays the peak response time detected in the selected time frame.
Min. Response Time (Sec). Displays the lowest response time detected in the selected time frame.

Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions over time bar graph
The Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions over time bar graph displays the relationship over time between the 
average response time of the exit point selected in the table above and the number of times the exit point was 
executed in the same time frame. Hovering over any point in the bar graph will display a ToolTip with the date and 
time of the time slice, the average response time, and the number of executions.

Destinations table
The Destinations table displays all destinations for the selected entity:

Name. Displays the destination name.
Type. Displays the exit point destination type such as, Web service, SQL type, and so on.
Work Impact. Displays the percentage of work time of the selected exit point in relation to the total work 
time of the invoking method
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.

About the Methods tab
The All Methods tab contains both URI and methods from the entire call tree beneath the current context - instance. 
All data is aggregated from the underlying call tree.

The Methods tab includes the following components:

All Methods Invoked Directly and Indirectly
Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions for selected method overtime bar graph

All Methods Invoked Directly and Indirectly

On top appears the comparison table All Methods Invoked Directly and Indirectly.

Icon. Displays the entry point type.
Name. Displays the entry point name.

Avg. Response Time (Sec). Displays the average response time for the selected node. The average response 
time is displayed in seconds.
Executions. Displays the number of executions within the selected node.

This will be Heaviest methods by work time when all instances in the top level in the executions table, with 
1% impact min.



Selecting the hyper-linked entry point name selects the entry point in the execution tree and 
displays the Highlights tab for the entry point.
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SLA Compliance. Displays the relative percentage of HTTP entry point service requests that approached or 
breached the defined SLA thresholds.
Type. Displays the method type name.
Sum. Response Times. Displays the total response time for the selected node. The summed response time 
is displayed in hours: minutes: seconds: milliseconds.
Avg. Work Time (Sec). Displays the average actual work time of the selected node without its underlying 
call path.
Sum. Work Time (Sec). Displays the total work time for the selected node without its underlying call path.
Max. Response Time (Sec). Displays the peak response time detected in the selected time frame.
Min. Response Time (Sec). Displays the lowest response time detected in the selected time frame.
Avg. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the average time that CPU was consumed for the selected node and its 
underlying call path.
Sum. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the total CPU time.
Max. CPU Time (Sec). Displays the peak CPU time detected for the selected node.
CPU Work Impact %. Displays the percent value of the selected node’s CPU time out of the entry point's 
CPU time.
Avg. CPU Work Time (Sec). Displays the average actual work time that CPU was consumed for the selected 
node without its underling call path.
Sum. CPU Work Time (Sec). Displays the total CPU work time for the selected node without its underlying 
call path.

Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions for selected method overtime bar graph

The Avg. Response Time (Sec) vs. Executions overtime bar graph displays the relationship over time between the 
average response time of the exit point selected in the table above and the number of times the exit point was 
executed in the selected time frame. Hovering at any point in the bar graph will display a ToolTip with the date and 
time of the time slice, the average response time, and the number of executions.

How to identify performance problems in the Tree View
You can identify a performance problem in Tree View by doing one or more of the following:

Identifying slow Service Requests
Identifying slow Methods
Identifying the most invoked Service Request or Method
Searching for a specific Service Request or Method

Identifying slow Service Requests
To identify slow Service Requests

In the Time Frame list, select the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, select the .NET instance you want to analyze.
Sort the tree by the performance attribute you want to explore, such as Avg. Response Time (Sec) or Sum 
Response Times. The default is Avg. Response Time (Sec), but you can change it using the Tree View 
Settings.
In the Tree pane, select the Service Request you want to analyze. Focus on the Service Request that has a 
performance counter (for example, Response Time) that is higher than it should be.

The performance attribute by which the Tree View is sorted is shown on the workspace heading as well as 
on the ToolTip displayed when you place the cursor over a tree node. The number in brackets is the value 
of the entity according to its sort attribute.
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In the Details pane, look at both the Response Time graph and the Executions graph. Select a problematic 
time period to investigate and hover over it with the mouse. Additionally, analyze the details that are 
displayed in the Overview.
On the displayed ToolTip, look for the time period.
To view the problem in more detail, use the Time Frame list to select a narrower time frame which includes 
the time period that is displayed on the ToolTip.
To investigate the root cause of the slow performance, expand the Service Request tree node to see its 
invoked methods. Continue with the Identifying slow Methods procedure.

Identifying slow Methods
To identify slow Methods

In the Time Frame list, select the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, select the instance you want to analyze.
Sort the tree according to the performance parameter you want to investigate.
Select the Method you want to analyze.
Continue expanding additional tree levels until you can identify the slow Methods.

Identifying the most invoked Service Request or Method
To identify the most invoked Service Request or Method

In the Time Frame list, select the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, select the instance you want to analyze.
On the Precise bar, go to Settings>Tree View Settings.
In the Tree View Settings dialog box, in the Sort by drop-down list, select Executions. Click A to display in 
ascending order or D to display in descending order.
Select the Method you want to analyze. Methods with the highest number of executions are most frequently 
invoked.

Searching for a specific Service Request or Method
To search for a specific Service Request or Method

In the Time Frame list, select the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, select the instance you want to analyze.
In the Tree pane, right-click the Service Request, Method, or instance node to search under.
From the popup menu, select the Search option.
In the Search dialog box, specify the search parameters by inserting the string to search for and the number 
of results to display.
Click OK. The results are highlighted in bold font and you can decide to focus on one of them by selecting it.
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Examining statistical information
This section includes the following topics:

About the Statistics workspace
How the Statistics workspace is structured
About the entities you can examine in the Statistics workspace
How to identify performance problems

About the Statistics workspace
The Statistics workspace displays statistical information on all .NET instances. The workspace can be used to 
monitor your system's current state as well as historical statistical information.

The Statistics workspace provides hundreds of raw performance counters (all Performance Monitor counters that 
are relevant for .NET). For each counter, Precise for Microsoft .NET can display the summed, average, minimum, or 
maximum, depending on the context. You can view the current status either in intervals of one time slice or 
historical information over a period of time at a higher summary level.

The Statistics workspace enables you to provide answers to the following types of questions: What was the number 
of successful and failed requests in the last 6 hours? or Does .NET spend a lot of time in the garbage collector?

Use the Statistics workspace to periodically examine the health of your system. Alternatively, you can use the 
Statistics workspace to fully analyze a performance problem. For example, you can use the overtime graph for a 
specific counter to get a wide view and examine the counter behavior in the suspicious instance and time slice.

How the Statistics workspace is structured
The Statistics workspace displays information on a selected entity and its associated entities. For example, it is 
possible to associate with all counters that are related to a specific instance, by selecting the Counters entity from 
the Association controls.

When you open the Statistics workspace from another workspace, you will be focused on an individual instance. 
The workspace is always launched at the instance level, even if the currently selected entity is not an instance.

The selected entity is always reflected in the workspace heading, which serves as a point of orientation. The 
highest-level entity you can view information for in the Statistics workspace is the Tier. You can view information on 
an instance by selecting it from the Instance list.

About the Main area in the Statistics workspace
The Main area shows comprehensive information on the selected entity. You can choose from several views to 
examine the entity from different angles.

About the Association area in the Statistics workspace
The Association area provides corresponding information on the entities associated with the selected entity 
(displayed in the Main area). You can view information on one type of entity at a time, such as instances only, by 
selecting an item from the Association controls.

From the Association area, you can also drill down to another entity by clicking a row in the table. A drill-down 
affects the whole workspace. When you drill down to another entity, the workspace heading displays the new 
selection; the Main area displays information on the newly selected entity, and the Association area displays the 
entities associated with the selected entity.
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If you want detailed information on a specific server counter, in the Association area, click the row of the counter 
that you want to view detailed information for. The workspace heading indicates the newly selected entity, and the 
Main area displays an overtime graph for the counter you drilled down to. There is no Association area data for a 
counter. See How most tabs are structured.

About the entities you can examine in the Statistics workspace
The Statistics workspace displays information on different entities. This section provides an overview of all entities, 
their meaning, and their views.

The following entities are available:

Instances
Counters

About the Counter entity in the Statistics workspace
The Counter entity displays information on the specific counter over time. The following views are available in the 
Main area:

Overview

You cannot associate a counter with other entities. The Association area is blank.

Getting an overview of a counter in the Statistics workspace
The overview displays a bar graph that illustrates the counter behavior over time. A counter can collect different 
types of information, such as the summed number of bytes received or send, or the maximum or average number of 
pooled connections. Accordingly, if the selected counter collects average information, the graph displays the 
average overtime values; if it collects maximum information, it displays the maximum overtime values, and so on.

Viewing information on counters in the Association area
The table below describes the table that is displayed in the Association area when you view information on 
counters.

Table 1 Counter information in the Association area

Column Description

Category Displays the perform category of the counter.

Counter Name Displays the unique counter name.

Counter Value Displays the sampled counter value.

For an explanation of the counters displayed in the Statistics workspace, move your pointer over the 
counter name in the table to view a ToolTip, or see the Microsoft performance monitor tool.
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How to identify performance problems
To determine whether your .NET application is performing optimally it is necessary to analyze performance 
measurements over time. The Statistics workspace provides information about many Microsoft performance 
counters related to .NET and ASP.NET instances, as well as some server related counters.

They are grouped into several predefined views and categories that enable you to locate performance problems 
such as CPU, GC, and memory usage.

Below is a list of common performance problem areas. Each section will refer to important counters to watch using 
the Statistics workspace when analyzing your instance performance.

How to examine ASP.NET-related statistics
You can examine your ASP.NET instance counters over time to confirm the ASP.NET normal operation over time. 
For example, you can find out if your ASP.NET instance experiences many failed requests. If so, it indicates a 
problem with your application or server that needs further investigation.

To view ASP.NET related counters, do the following

In the Time Frame list, choose the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, choose the ASP.NET instance you want to analyze.

Counters can be examined by drilling down on a specific counter in the counters table area.

Table 2 Main counters

Counter Description

Request Counters Requests Total. Shows the number of requests served by your 
ASP.NET instance (IIS). These includes all pages processed by the 
ASP.NET ISAPI filter - not just .aspx, but also .asmx, .axd, .ashx and 
others.

Requests Failed. Shows the number of requests that failed. A high 
number might indicate an exception condition is thrown repeatedly in 
your application.

Other Requests counters. Requests not authorized, Requests 
authorized, Requests succeeded, Requests Timed Out., Requests 
Current, Requests Rejected, Requests Queued, Requests Not Found.

Session Counters Session Abandoned, Sessions Timed out, Sessions Total.

Worker Process Counters Worker Process restarts and Worker Process Running counters can be 
used to detect situations where due to a failure your ASP.NET 
application restarts frequently.

ASP.NET Error Counters ASP.NET errors counters can be used to detect errors thrown by your 
web application and not handled by your code. Explanation about 
these counters can be found in the SmarTune workspace Advice tabs 
regarding these counters:

Errors Total
Errors Unhandled during Execution
# of Exceptions thrown
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Counter Description

Cache Usage Counters These counters can be used to detect bad usage of cache by your 
application. There are several ways to use caching in your ASP.NET 
application. Explanation about these counters can be found in the 
SmarTune workspace Advice tabs regarding these counters:

Output Cache Hits / Misses / Entries
Cache API Hits / Misses / Entries
Cache Total Hits / Misses / Entries

How to examine Garbage Collection related statistics
You can examine your .NET instance Garbage Collection related counters over time to confirm abnormal behaviors. 
To view .NET Garbage Collection related counters, do the following

In the Time Frame list, choose the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, choose the .NET instance you want to analyze.
On the Main area View controls, click Garbage Collection.

The % Time in GC (Avg) counter shows the time your application spends doing garbage collection. A high value 
indicates you are experiencing problems with your applications memory management scheme. This could occur for 
many reasons; the most common are:

Allocating too many objects
Low memory in the machine running the application

The Allocated Bytes/sec displays the rate of bytes per second allocated on the GC Heap. This counter is updated at 
the end of every GC. Other important GC counters, for .NET instance displayed in graphs are:

Number of GC Collections
CLR Generations

How to examine CPU & Memory related statistics
You can examine your .NET instance memory and CPU related counters over time to confirm abnormal behaviors.

To view .NET memory and CPU related counters

In the Time Frame list, choose the period of time you want to analyze.
In the Instance list, choose the .NET instance you want to analyze.
On the Main area View controls, click CPU & Memory.

The CPU Consumption (Avg) counter shows average CPU time consumed by your .NET application. Use this graph to 
find peaks of high CPU usage. High CPU usage can be caused by many things, including bad programming, too 
much time in GC, etc.

The Used Memory (Avg) counter shows average memory consumed by your .NET application. Use this graph to 
detect patterns of increasing memory usage, possibly caused by a memory leak in your code.
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Examining findings
This section includes the following topics:

How to identify performance problems
Heavy Entry Point
Frequent SLA Breaches
Heavy Method Contribution
Excessive Lock Time
Slow DB Request Execution
Slow Web Service Execution
Heavy Exit Point
Significant ADO.NET Activity
Significant External Activity
Locks Detected
Unbalanced Activity
Impact on Multiple Entry Points
Excessive DB Connection Strings Detected
Explicit Calls to Garbage Collection

How to identify performance problems
In most cases, a Precise for .NET workspace displays information in the context of a specific instance and time 
frame. However, if you want to view findings for another time frame or instance, you can change these settings 
using the respective dropdown lists.

How to investigate findings
When you start investigating the findings, it is good practice to start with the findings that have the highest severity 
rankings in the Findings table.

To investigate a finding

Identify the findings with the highest severity rankings (red, orange, and yellow icons where red is the 
highest severity and yellow the lowest) in the Findings table on the Dashboard tab.
Select the finding you want to investigate.
Read the information under the Highlights tab to understand what the problem is about.
After you have studied the information provided, select the Advice tab and perform the recommendation(s) 
that best suit(s) your needs. If you need additional information, read the information available under the 
Background tab.

Heavy Entry Point
Heavy entry points may indicate a potential performance irregularity in the entry point's underlying call path. When 
viewing information for "All Instances" in the invocation tree, a high entry point finding across multiple instances 
will clarify if the irregularity is a result of the entry point or if it is a result of a specific instance.

The finding is based on the total service time values, whereas by default, the invocation tree is displayed 
according to the average service time. As a result, the specified heavy entry point is not necessarily found 
towards the top of the invocation tree.
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Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Select the link in the expanded finding area. This will refresh the Invocation tree and Analysis tabs to focus 
on the entry point, which will now be the selected node in the Invocation tree. In the new Highlights tab, 
examine the entry point's performance overtime activity and follow the specific findings to easily navigate to 
and analyze the root cause of the performance issue.

Frequent SLA Breaches
SLA thresholds are defined to help the user pinpoint HTTP entry points experiencing performance issues according 
to specific criteria. Frequent SLA breaches and near breaches can be caused by an underlying performance issue.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Click on the entry point's link, and then look at the overtime SLA behavior to locate and zoom in to a specific 
(problematic) time frame. View the findings for that time frame and drill down until you locate the root 
cause.
Select the root level of the invocation tree and select the Entry Points tab. A high rate of SLA breaches across 
the application could result from overall resource exhaustion. Open the Memory and Statistics workspace to 
learn more about the environment performance issues, such as high memory usage, CPU usage and so on.
Go to AdminPoint>Settings>SLA to view the threshold definitions. (When you have too many SLA breaches, 
it may be a result of thresholds that are not defined appropriately for your application).

Heavy Method Contribution
A high work time for a specific method (reflecting the method's work time only, without the underlying call path), 
can indicate a performance issue within the context of that method.

In the same way, a high work time for a specific occurrence of a method invoked multiple times in the Invocation 
tree can indicate a performance issue within the context of that specific occurrence.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Examine the heaviest occurrences further by following the featured link.

The invocation tree opens to the method's heaviest call path, facilitating effective navigation to the root cause. 
Examine the information displayed and look at the overtime graph and findings to drill down further to find the root 
cause of the performance issue.

Excessive Lock Time
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for lock acquisitions.

By default, information is displayed for the heaviest method's call path. To investigate the other call paths, 
select them from the invocation tree. (They are highlighted in bold).
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Waiting for locks means that the online activity (or batch process) is on hold, and is waiting for another activity or 
process to release the lock. Typically, eliminating locks can improve the performance of your transactions.

A possible solution is to consider tuning your transaction performance to reduce the time spent waiting for locks.

Slow DB Request Execution
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for a specific DB request 
execution. A possible solution is to tune your DB requests to optimize transaction performance.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Click on the queries to find their occurrences in the call tree, find the target DBs, and inspect their behavior 
over time.
Examine the DB request further by following the featured link.

The SQL and Exit Points tab opens, displaying details for SQL statements that the selected entity or its underlying 
call tree is waiting for, according to their contribution to the overall performance. From this view of the overall 
external activity:

Follow one of the slowest DB requests to drill-down within the call tree and check the load balancing 
information further by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether it is relatively heavier when being 
called from specific CLRs.
If the database instance is monitored by Precise, follow the "Analyze" link in the Highlights tab to drill down 
to the respective expert view (for example, Precise for Oracle), and see how it could be more efficiently 
tuned.
Consider parallelizing the external activity to run while processing is being done on the CLR side.

Slow Web Service Execution
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for a specific external Web service 
invocation.

A possible solution is to tune the external Web service to optimize transaction performance.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Follow the featured link and examine which call paths invoke the external Web service and which call paths 
are the heaviest. From this view of the overall external activity:

Follow one of the web service requests to drill-down within the call tree and check the load balancing 
information further by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether it is relatively heavier when being 
called from specific CLRs.

If the Web service is running on a .NET instance which is monitored by Precise, follow the "Analyze" link in 
the Highlights tab to drill down to the respective expert view (for example, Precise for Oracle), and see how it 
could be more efficiently tuned.
Consider parallelizing the external activity to run while processing is being done on the CLR side.
Check the load balancing information of the Web service by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether 
it is relatively heavier when being called from specific CLRs.
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Heavy Exit Point
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for external activity.

A possible solution is to consider tuning your transaction performance and the time spent executing external 
activity.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Examine the external activity further by following the featured link.

The SQL and Exit Points tab opens, displaying details for exit points that the selected entity or its underlying call 
tree is waiting for, according to their contribution to the overall performance. DB activity is featured in this list as 
SQL statements.

Click on a link to examine the call paths that invoke the external activity, and focus on the heaviest.
If the exit point is monitored by Precise, follow the "Analyze" link in the Highlights tab to drill down to the 
respective expert view (for example, Precise for Oracle), and see how it could be more efficiently tuned.
To understand the influence the exit point has on the entire application, open the Impact tab to view the 
impact of the exit point on all entry points and call paths in the application.
Check the load balancing information of the exit points by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether 
it is relatively heavier when being called from specific CLRs.
Consider parallelizing the external activity to run while processing is being done on the CLR side.

Significant ADO.NET Activity
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for DB activity invoked by a JDBC 
request.

This can result from a specific heavy statement or a collection of many, relatively short statements, being executed. 
A possible solution is to consider tuning your transaction performance to reduce the time spent executing DB 
statements.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Examine the external activity further by following the featured link.

The SQL and Exit Points tab opens, displaying details for exit points that the selected entity or its underlying call 
tree is waiting for, according to their contribution to the overall performance. DB activity is featured in this list as 
SQL statements. From this view of the overall external activity:

Consider unifying queries to eliminate communication and query overheads.
Follow one of the heaviest SQL statements' links to drill-down within the call tree to locate the target DB and 
perform one of the following:
Check the overtime activity graph and summary area in the highlights tab.
Check the load balancing information further by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether it is 
relatively heavier when being called from specific CLRs.
Consider parallelizing the queries to run while processing is being done on the CLR side.
To understand the influence the exit point has on the entire application, open the Impact tab to view the 
impact of the exit point on all entry points and call paths in the application.
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Significant External Activity
A significant percentage of the selected entity's total service time is spent waiting for external activity.

This can either indicate that a specific external activity is experiencing performance issues, or a large number of 
external calls, each of them relatively short, producing a high total service time.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Examine the external activity further by following the featured link.

The SQL and Exit Points tab opens, displaying details for exit points that the selected entity or its underlying call 
tree is waiting for, according to their contribution to the overall performance. From this view of the overall external 
activity:

Consider unifying requests to eliminate communication overheads.
Consider using an internal cache mechanism for reducing external calls, in case the same calls are being 
invoked repeatedly.
Follow one of the heaviest exit points' links to drill-down within the call tree, and perform one of the 
following:
Check the overtime activity graph and summary area in the Highlights tab.
Check the load balancing information further by opening the Load Balance tab. Examine whether it is 
relatively heavier when being called from specific CLRs.
To understand the influence the exit point has on the entire application, open the Impact tab to view the 
impact of the exit point on all entry points and call paths in the application.
If the exit point is monitored by Precise, follow the "Analyze" link in the Highlights tab to drill down to the 
respective expert view (for example, Precise for Oracle), and see how it could be more efficiently tuned.
Consider parallelizing the external activity to run while processing is being done on the CLR side.

Tuning Opportunities Detected
The selected method showed a high work time. This may indicate that the selected method is the last branch of the 
call tree, or that visibility to the selected method's underlying call path can be enhanced by adding 
instrumentation.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

If the information regarding the method and its performance metrics is sufficient, forward this information 
to the .NET expert or developer for next-level handling using either the email or print option.
If more accurate pinpointing is needed, increase the level of visibility by adding instrumentation for all 
methods in the selected method's call tree by updating the instrumentation definitions. Following a CLR 
restart, you will see a detailed breakdown of the work time of the selected method and its call tree, enabling 
easy identification of the specific problematic method. For more information, see the About instrumenting 
all calls from a method section in the Precise Administration Guide.

Locks Detected
While executing the selected context and its underlying call tree, time was spent waiting for lock acquisitions.

While waiting for lock acquisition, the online activity (or batch process) is put on hold until another activity or 
process acquires the lock. Therefore, eliminating locks can improve the performance of your transactions.
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Unbalanced Activity
The selected entity was invoked in multiple CLRs and encountered significantly different service times across the 
CLRs.

A transaction executed on a cluster of CLRs may encounter different service levels per execution, depending on the 
activity of the specific cluster's CLRs executing the transaction.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform one of the following:

Examine the affected paths and transactions by following the featured link.

The Load Balancing tab opens, displaying an overview of the selected entity's behavior across the different CLRs, 
and providing the ability to select the specific CLR and examine its relative performance against the application's 
average.

Select a CLR row and check its overtime service time and number of invocations.
Where there is a high or growing number of invocations over time, the difference in service time may be the 
result of load balancing issues. The affected CLRs may be getting more requests than their counterparts, and 
may not be able to cope with the increasing load. Check your load balancing component, as well as the 
scalability of the CLR's software.
When there are no load balancing issues, but the CLR still has a high service time, this may be a result of a 
resources shortage on one or more of the CLRs. Go to the Memory & Statistics workspace and examine the 
behavior of the affected CLRs, to determine whether a resource issue is affecting the performance of the 
application running on it. Typically, in case of resource shortage, more than one entry point will be affected.
When there are no load balancing issues and there is no resource shortage, select the slower CLRs from the 
Load Balancing tab, and drill down to examine the behavior of the entity on the specific CLR.

Impact on Multiple Entry Points
The selected method/SQL is invoked from multiple call paths and therefore affects the performance of the instance 
in a cumulative manner.

Therefore, improving the performance of the selected method/SQL will impact more than its current call path, and 
may improve the performance of additional paths and transactions containing the method.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Examine the affected paths and transactions by following the featured link.

The Impact tab opens, displaying a list of entry points and call paths affected by the selected method. Tuning 
methods/SQLs invocations with notably high impact rates will positively affect the overall performance.

Take note of high variations between method service times when called from different paths. Such 
variations may indicate a dependence of the method's performance on context. Therefore, drill down to the 
problematic context(s) for further tuning.

Excessive DB Connection Strings Detected
Your application may be experiencing bad connection string usage.
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Too many different connection strings were used when connecting from your application to the DB.Each 
connection string in ADO.NET is using a specific pool. Many different connection strings cause bad pooling and 
connection opening overhead.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Use the link to get more information regarding the Databases and the number of their connection strings.

Explicit Calls to Garbage Collection
During the selected time frame, your application performed calls to GC methods.

Calling GC methods from application code is incorrect, since .NET architecture was designed to handle all garbage 
collections by itself. Every interference with the GC method harms performance.

Working with the finding
To effectively locate the root cause of the performance finding, perform the following:

Select the link in the expanded finding area. This will refresh the invocation tree and will find the explicit 
calls to the GC. Each call must be examined carefully and be omitted unless found crucial.
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